Top Pay Carrier
The National Transportation Institute underwrites its coveted Top Pay Carrier designation. To earn this elite award, a carrier must qualify in three critical categories that together make professional driving a rewarding and secure career choice. The categories are top tier pay, health and retirement benefits and carrier stability.
The results of the evaluation process are weighted into a single index number and ranked against other carriers, creating a
select group of top paying carriers. Top Pay Carrier designation strengthens an already elite organization.

Top Pay Carrier Methodology
Carriers that are awarded the Top Pay Carrier certification from The National Transportation Institute have passed a rigorous, three part qualification process. Each of these three areas is a critical component to the long-term financial success, job security, retirement income, and health and wellness coverage that professional drivers deserve for their families and themselves. These
elements are reviewed annually to assure that each carrier listed is worthy of the designation Top Pay Carrier.
In order to qualify in the pay category, a carrier must rank in the top 10% in driver income potential. This is determined on a
weighted sample of driver pay at the one, three, five and ten year pay levels, including activity pay but not including sign-on bonuses, as determined by both a proprietary formula we have developed and actual W-2 income for these levels in the prior tax
year. Using this approach allows a driver to evaluate his or her long-term earning level, not just the “teaser” rates that occur in a
competitive market.
The second category we evaluate carriers on is health and retirement. Utilizing the carrier’s health coverage plan in place for
drivers, we model the health care premium cost to a driver over a ten years period. We additionally assume a covered family member has one ten-day hospital stay during that period for treatment of a moderately severe heart attack and is treated with stints.
We additionally model the drug and treatment costs of treating one covered family member with controllable high blood pressure
and another with insulin controlled diabetes. (If drivers have the choice of more than one plan, we choose the middle plan and/or
deductible.) These results are then converted into a cost per-dollar of benefit that the model driver receives, which is then ranked
against national norms and other carriers.
Retirement benefits are also modeled and assume a twenty-year career with the carrier. We use the carrier’s contribution
rate/ percentage over the last five contributing years to develop the contribution amount made by the company. We assume the
driver contributes just enough to receive the maximum employer contribution and that the investments grow at the average of the
annual S&P 500. The results of these calculations are expressed as rate of return for every dollar invested and ranked against national norms and other carriers.
Lastly, we rank a carrier’s staying ability to determine a driver’s job security. For these purposes, we rank carriers using their
Dunn & Brad rating. We measure carriers currently in three basic categories dry vans, refrigerated and ﬂatbeds. We also subdivide
carriers into similar size categories based on the number of power units they operate. Like carriers are ranked against each other.
The results of this process are then weighted into a single index number and ranked against other carriers. This process creates a
very select group of carriers who oﬀer drivers a solid pay, benefit and retirement plan and exhibit long-term stability. The outcome
of the driver pay model is weighted at 65 percent, the health and retirement at 25 percent, and carrier stability at 10 percent.
We recognize the need to make this group exclusive to maximize it value and are committed to this concept. In order to be assessed and/or awarded qualification as a Top Pay
Carrier, you have to be a current member and meet a minimum standard for subscription
level, as well as, rank among the top ﬂeets in areas such as driver pay/income, benefits and
stability . The carriers we have designated as certified Top Pay Carriers are ﬂeets who demand that our selection process be merit-based in order extract maximum value from the
designation. We are proud of our TPC honorees; ﬂeets such as Crete Carrier, Marten Transportation, Shaﬀer Trucking, Maverick Transportation and Barr-Nunn Transportation, to name
a few. While any customer can provide us their data for evaluation our qualification rate is
23.8 percent. There is no cost to a member to have their data evaluated and it takes about 4
days. Contact us to explore membership and your company, benefit and pay evaluation.
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